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The Impact of Morbid Obesity on Hospital Length of Stay in Kidney Transplant Recipients
Daniel Pieloch, Richard Mann, Viktor Dombrovskiy, Meelie DebRoy, Adena J. Osband, Zahidul Mondal, Sonalis Fernandez, David A. Laskow

Adequate Dietary Intake and Nutritional Status in Patients With Nephrolithiasis: New Targets and Objectives
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Long-Term Oral Nutrition Supplementation Improves Outcomes in Malnourished Patients With Chronic Kidney Disease on Hemodialysis
Siren Sezer, Zeynep Bal, Emre Tutar, Mehtap Erkmen Uyar, and Nurhan Ozdemir Acar
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Biochemical Parameters After Cholecalciferol Repletion in Hemodialysis: Results From the VitaDial Randomized Trial
Annick Massart, Frédéric Daniel Debelle, Judith Racapé, Christine Gervy, Cécile Husson, Michel Dhaene, Karl Martin Wissing, Joëlle Louise Nortier,
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Treatment of metabolic acidosis in patients with stage 3 chronic kidney disease with fruits and vegetables or oral bicarbonate reduces urine angiotensinogen and preserves glomerular filtration rate
Nimrit Goraya, Jan Simoni, Chan-Hee Jo and Donald E Wesson
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**Respiratory Disease**

*Associations between antioxidants and all-cause mortality among US adults with obstructive lung function*
Earl S. Ford, Chaoyang Li, Timothy J. Cunningham, Janet B. Croft

**Rheumatic Diseases**

*Extended report: Sugar-sweetened beverage consumption: a risk factor for prevalent gout with SLC2A9 genotype-specific effects on serum urate and risk of gout*
Caitlin Batt, Amanda J Phipps-Green, Michael A Black, Murray Cadzow, Marilyn E Merriman, Ruth Topless, Peter Gow, Andrew Harrison, John Highton, Peter Jones, Lisa Stamp, Nicola Dalbeth, Tony R Merriman
*Ann Rheum Dis* 2014;73:2101-2106
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*Probiotic supplementation improves inflammatory status in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.*
Vaghef-Mehrabany E, Alipour B, Homayouni-Rad A, Sharif SK, Asghari-Jafarabadi M, Zavvari S.

**Stroke/dysphagia**

*Long-term swallow function after chemoradiotherapy for oropharyngeal cancer: the influence of a prophylactic gastrostomy or reactive nasogastric tube.*
Prestwich RJ, Teo MT, Gilbert A, Williams G, Dyker KE, Sen M.

Kjaersgaard A, Nielsen LH, Sjölund BH.

**News items**

From BAPEN News:

*Final week to test the malnutrition measurement tool and provide your feedback*
PUBLISHED ON 19/11/2014, 08:31

*BSNA seeks views on Parenteral Nutrition*
PUBLISHED ON 10/11/2014, 12:03

*BAPEN nutritional measurement tool update: 4th November 2014*
PUBLISHED ON 05/11/2014, 08:31

*BAPEN nutritional measurement tool update: 11th November 2014*
PUBLISHED ON 05/11/2014, 08:31

From BBC News:

17 November 2014 Last updated at 01:21
*Mediterranean diet is best way to tackle obesity, say doctors*

By Adam Brimelow Health Correspondent, BBC News
Mediterranean diets may help reduce the risk of heart attacks, researchers say

**Continue reading the main story**

A Mediterranean diet may be a better way of tackling obesity than calorie counting, leading doctors have said. Writing in the Postgraduate Medical Journal (PMJ), the doctors said a Mediterranean diet quickly reduced the risk of heart attacks and strokes.

**From BDA News:**

**Legislation change: update for hospital caterers**

Published on 12 November 2014
From 13th December 2014, new EU legislation comes into force that will affect how allergen information is provided on pre-packed food labels ...

**Sugar Facts**

Published on 11 November 2014
With fruit juice and smoothies in the news, the BDA is taking this opportunity to promote some key sugar facts. Unsweetened fruit juice, and ...
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